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Innovation Trends for 2017
2. Marketing – The Attention Economy

1. Tech – A Silicon Universe

At the start of 2016, the then presidential candidate Donald Trump threatened
that, if he were ever to take the Oval Office, he would “come down so hard on
[Apple CEO Tim Cook] that his head would be spinning all the way back to Silicon
Valley”. Such constructive dialogue with innovators remains the tone of Trump’s
forthcoming presidency and offers much speculation as to what direction
experimental companies are looking as we edge into 2017. The last 12 months saw
continuous development among the tech giants, massive breakthroughs across
all sectors and start-ups surfacing like plucky little gnomes across the world map.
Now, faced with the political uncertainties 2016 afforded us, the geography of our
dominant innovators looks set to change radically. Anti-immigration rhetoric and
the Brexit vote means the effervescent tech hotbeds of yesteryear could be all but
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drained away into new, emerging markets – just one CCS Insight report revealed
the Indian smartphone market is set to grow 26% this year, setting the nation
among the top 10 global smartphone makers for the first time ever, while Europe’s
hipster capitals – the Stockholms, the Berlins, the Amsterdams – will undoubtedly
gain from any mass exodus from their northerly island neighbour. And with
China’s dedicated strategy to support domestic innovators standing in stark
contrast to Trump’s relative lack of plan for research and development or support
for start-ups, the atlases of experimentation could look very different this time
next year. Corporate LiveWire takes a look at five sectors – technology, marketing,
business, finance, and labour and employment – to see what trends are setting the
year’s agenda.

Despite throwing his hands up to decry the accusation that he’s trying to kill off
UPS, Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon, began leasing airplanes and buying up truck
trailers last year in a bid to create his own shipping infrastructure: intended to
“supplement” the existing postal services, not kick them out. Mark Zuckerberg,
too, sidestepped out of the Silicon Valley soup to open his hospital-cum-privateschool in the disadvantaged East Palo Alto region back in August, while Google
released grand plans to improve life for urbanites by reinventing public parking
and transportation schemes. And that’s to say nothing of Hyperloop – Elon
Musk’s levitating, tubular, pod transport system that travels at the speed of sound
and has already aroused interest from the shores of Las Vegas, Abu Dhabi and
Melbourne. No longer restricted to the realm of consumer-facing platforms and
gadgets, the young and trendy techies of the Valley are emerging from their
glass boxes out into the Real World, unashamedly shaking up entirely new civic
sectors. 2017 looks set to be an exciting year as the fruits of these labours come
to a head, and we begin to see even the most unexpected corners of our daily
lives branded with Google logos and Amazon packaging. And with Elon Musk
and SpaceX’s plan to colonise Mars, the Valley’s tentacles are indeed stretching far,
far beyond the valley.

Attention has always been the currency of advertising. Every day we are
bombarded with images and simulations; seemingly unlimited amounts of
‘content’ screaming ‘ME ME ME!’ from billboards and pop-up ads, trying to outwow each other with more colour, more intrusion, more noise, more glitter and
sparkles and false promises. It doesn’t really matter what that content is – it could
be cat videos, Kim Kardashian, or clever think-pieces on the migrant crisis – but
with the average attention span reported to be a miserable 8.25 seconds, and
roughly 5,000 marketing messages vying for each person’s 8.25 seconds every
day, it’s not enough anymore to simply turn up and show your pretty little face.
We’re getting more savvy: incognito browsing, pop-up blockers and a culturallyaccepted disdain for online advertising encourage us to filter out the white noise,
and what’s left after the purge will be those brands who are listening to customers’
needs, adapting their message to devices, situations and moods with tactics such
as tailored touchpoints, dynamic storytelling, and experiential and participation
marketing. Brands such as Intel, who partnered with Vice magazine way back in
2010 to produce The Creator’s Project, have forged ahead in producing content
of real value to its consumers. It’s time- and energy-intensive to produce such
offerings compared to your standard banner ad, but companies who invest in the
attention economy are sure to be the ones on top this year.
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3. Business – Bottom-up experimentation
Companies are slowly recognising that innovation doesn’t always come from
carefully incubated Research & Development departments – it can be squeezed
out of every pore, from employees on the front line identifying a new technique
for dealing with tricky customers to administrative staff finding a different way
to manage the office supplies. Switched-on employees put in more hours and
exercise more of their creative juices at work every day, while engagement,
experimentation and risk-taking can manifest themselves in new products,
services and business models – it’s a win-win situation for CEOs, but one difficult
to achieve. Bottom-up innovation doesn’t just ‘happen’, it needs to be prodded
along by management providing the necessary resources – time, money and
permission – that will enable employees’ ideas to flourish. Google, for example,
pioneered ‘Innovation Time Off’, whereby its software engineers are allowed to
spend 20% of their time on pet projects; software company Red Gate introduced
‘Down Tools Week’, where all employees pause their regular jobs to work on
something new; and Innocent, the company behind fruit smoothies and veg
pots, host monthly open forums where key financial information is shared with
all employees to encourage them to get involved. The principle of ‘Expansive
Roles’, where employees’ job descriptions are left deliberately vague, help staff to
formulate their own original ideas. Often such projects are precisely the catalyst
required to push companies forward, but other times they simply work steadily to
create the kind of open work culture that values employees’ input.
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4. Finance – Always connected
The ‘Internet of Things’ wouldn’t have looked out of place in any of the other
sectors on this list – it’s bubbling away at the helm of the zeitgeist, soon to smash
into everything we hold dear, and that includes our finances. Wallets, checkouts
and queues could soon be a distant memory as we become increasingly
dependent on technology for our day-to-day activities: last March saw American
bank Capital One partner with Amazon to allow customers to pay credit card
bills through their Alexa home robot; quite literally banking through thin air.
Meanwhile, Visa are working on a 4G and GPS connected car, integrated with
Visa technology, which will enable drivers to pay for fuel or parking without so
much as a second glance. Ericsson predict that as many as 28 billion connected
devices could be on the market by 2021, while a survey of bankers conducted by
Tata Consultancy Services reported that average company spending on the IoT
would grow from $117.4million in 2015 to $153.5million in 2018. This could come
in the form of wearables – usually smart watches or bands, which 59% of global
banking brains expect to become a common payment device within the next
two years – or the kinds of home technologies we see above, sales of which
grew an eye-watering 343% between 2013 and 2015 and are continuing to soar.
Machine-to-machine connectivity enables endless opportunities for sensors to
feed information to banks, allowing them to track and analyse the behaviours
of their customers and offer the personalised, contextualised service we
increasingly demand.

5. Labour & Employment – The on-demand workforce
The world’s rapid shift towards the ‘gig economy’ has long provided fodder for
business publications, with well-publicised lawsuits such as that of the Uber
drivers demands for full-time workers’ rights – but the reality is much more farreaching than angry taxi drivers. Forbes reports that 55 million Americans, 35%
of the nation’s workforce, were freelancing last year, while Adobe revealed that
56% of workers believe we will all have multiple jobs in future. Freedom, flexibility,
balance and the ability to be our own boss is as tempting as ever, so more of us are
hunting out one-time, short-term projects that allow us to set our own hours and
use our own tools. As the ‘side-hustle’ mentality gains prominence, the effect on
job titles, responsibilities and teamwork looks set to be a major headache for HR
staff – but flip the coin and access to the best brains from anywhere in the world
provides endless opportunity. The ripples will be felt too in I.T departments, faced
with the need to strengthen infrastructure, VPNs, cloud technology and security
systems, as well as financial services, who face a mass of ‘risky’ workers seeking
credit without the payslips and contracts that make up the traditional credit safety
net. It could be a lucrative business opportunity – particularly for insurance – but
there are many hoops to jump before society becomes entirely comfortable with
a flood of on-demand workers. There’s leverage to be gained for both job seekers
and employers if they are able to keep up with the changing tides.
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R&D Snapshot – Innovation
2016 – Top R&D Spenders20

$680 billion

Apple, Alphabet (Google) and 3M – three
most globally innovative companies

Amount worldwide R&D spending
among the world’s 1000 largest corporate
R&D spenders increased to in 2016.

R&D Spending 2016 – Top 5 industries (US$ Billions)

4.2%

R&D intensity spiked to an all-time high
of 4.2%, last seen in 2005.

163

Computing and Electronics

150

Healthcare

25%
8%
0.04%

Companies allocating 25% or more of
their R&D budgets to software offerings
report faster growing revenues

105

Auto

88

Software and Internet

73

Industrials

Germany is currently the leading market in
Europe by R&D spend with an investment
of 8%

R&D Spending 2016 – By Region (US$ Billions)
0.04% - growth in global R&D spending

8th
12

UK ranks 8th globally for corporate
R&D spending
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Company

Geography

Industry

R&DSpend ($Bn)*

1

1

Volkswagen

Germany

Automotive

13.2

2

2

Samsung

South Korea

Computing and electronics

12.7

3

7

Amazon

United States

Software and Internet

12.5

4

6

Alphabet

United States

Software and internet

12.3

5

3

Intel Co

United States

Computing and electronics

12.1

6

4

Microsoft

United States

Software and internet

12

7

5

Roche

Switzerland

Healthcare

10

8

9

Novartis

Switzerland

Healthcare

9.5

Five drivers of change in R&D spending allocation:

182
101

Japan

53

Rest of World
China

2015 Rank

297

North America
Europe

Healthcare the industry that by 2018
will pass Computing and Electronics
to become the largest industry by
R&D spending

2016 Rank

57%

54%

48%

Need to stay competitive

Need to increase revenue

Need to keep up with
customer expectations

41%

34%

47
Sources: Strategy&, PWC, Global Innovation 1000

Need for higher margins

Desire to access
untapped markets
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Excellence in Bespoke Concierge Services
The Organisers Ltd

Katie Shapley
Managing Director
www.theorganisers.com
+44 (0) 20 7078 7554
team@theorganisers.com

Their reputation for going that
extra mile, combined with 19 years’
experience and an extensive list of
carefully chosen contacts means
you can relax, knowing even the
tiniest details are taken care of.
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Excellence in Brand Development
United Kingdom

The Organisers are a team of effective and experienced
assistants on hand to help you 24/7. Their bespoke
concierge services go far beyond those offered by
more traditional concierge and lifestyle management
companies. They give expertly tailored and confidential
support on everything – whether you have an urgent
business travel request, an event to arrange or a
property management requirement.
The Organisers work across four divisions:
Your Private Office
(www.theorganisers.com) offers concierge and lifestyle
services to a wide range of international corporate and
private clients.
Property and Relocation
(www.theorganisersproperty.com) offers a range of
property services including international relocations,
buying, selling, renting and refurbishments.
Schools & Education
(www.theorganiserseducation.com) offers a variety
of services in the education field – from sourcing
school places to providing tutors to finding student
accommodation. This service is particularly popular
for international students as it provides the parents
with peace of mind and ensures the student has a vital
contact day or night.

Brand New Dawn

Staff & Recruitment
(www.theorganisers.com/recruitment) is one of the
UK’s leading specialist recruitment consultancies with a
database of hundreds of hand-picked professional and
vetted candidates who excel in their field.
Our judges were particularly impressed with the way
The Organisers can combine services from across its
four divisions at any given time. A prime example of
this is when an individual is relocating to a new city
or country and requires a variety of services such as
a new home, new office, household staff or personal
assistants, and a new school for their children.
The Organisers manage each situation and challenge
in a timely and efficient way which helps to eliminate
the majority of the stress which accompanies such
major life choices.
Winners of Best Residential and Commercial Property
Management Company 2016 by the prestigious
Build Magazine, The Organisers are recognised for
their excellence and dedication to the Facilities
Management industry. An official ‘partner of London,’
The Organisers are the only company of their type to
be awarded the kite mark ‘Inward Investment Specialist’
by London & Partners, the official promotional service
for London.

Dawn Lillington
Director
www.brandnewdawn.com
+44 (0) 1865 400 640
dawn@brandnewdawn.com

Brand New Dawn work with a diverse
range of clients from ambitious startups to well-established brand names
but no matter who the client is, they
are committed to providing the same
responsive service and attention to
detail to all.

United Kingdom
Brand New Dawn offer graphic, print and web
design and brand identity for ambitious companies
looking to either make a change and branch out
in new directions, or more effectively connect and
communicate with their target market. The team can
assist clients on anything from brand development
to designing brochures, to refreshing websites and
improving SEO.
With over 20 years of experience in the design and
marketing industry, Brand New Dawn successfully
combines knowledge and confidence with a
contemporary and creative eye to deliver the perfect
design solution.
With a strong reputation for putting client’s needs
at the heart of everything they do, Brand New Dawn
truly believe that honest and open communication
should be the cornerstone of each and every project.
Only by getting to know the clients, understanding
their culture and what drives them, can the team fully
interpret and bring their vision to life. They become
a client’s storytellers. This unique insight ensures that
they create engaging and exciting work that delivers
maximum impact and tangible results every time.

are committed to providing the same responsive
service and attention to detail to all. This approach
has helped the company to develop long-term
relationships with their clients: relationships built on
trust and mutual respect.
The team, headed up by Dawn Lillington, has honed
their skills over the years by working with well-known
design and marketing agencies and some of the UK’s
leading brands. By harnessing this experience, they
are able to think and work like a big agency, whilst
still maintaining the flexibility and approachability
that only comes from working with a small,
independent business.
Whatever the focus of a client’s brief, Brand New
Dawn’s original and contemporary designs will
deliver against the set objectives: selling, informing,
promoting or building awareness. In addition, with
expertise spanning both digital and traditional
media, they can design campaigns that integrate
online and offline communications seamlessly.

Brand New Dawn work with a diverse range of
clients from ambitious start-ups to well-established
brand names but no matter who the client is, they
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